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This document outlines the discrete changes between the draft and release versions of the RIXML specification

**Root Tag**
“Research” is the root tag for a discrete piece of research. The Research class is the root of the RIXML Specification. “Product” is now the first child off the root class

**Bounding Elements**
The Elements that aggregate to the Context Package have been logically grouped and bounded by grouping elements in the following fashion:

**Aggregations to Context:**
ProductClassification
ProductDetails
IssuerDetails

ProductClassification is now a grouping element for the following elements:
KeywordClassification (which bounds Keywords)
MarketIndex
Subject
Discipline
Country
Region
AssetClass
AssetType
SectorIndustry

ProductDetails is now a grouping element for the following elements.
ProductSeries
ProductCategory
ProductFocus
IntendedAudience

IssuerDetails is now a grouping element for multiple issuers

**Versioning**
RIXML.org namespace has been updated to include year and month for purposes of versioning.
Enum Change
In the Recommendation Enumeration we have included “Initiate” and “Drop”.

Strings
The maximum and minimum string lengths have been applied where appropriate. (i.e. maximum 2 chars for country, maximum 3 chars for language)

TeamMember
To simplify and rationalize the relationship between TeamMember and Person, the relationship type has been changed from aggregation to inheritance. The team member element will now contain through this inheritance the attributes and elements previously encapsulated by person.

Address
Address.CountryCode has changed to Address.Country. It is no longer to be populated with the ISO country code. It will be populated with the country display string.

Elements and Attributes
For consistency, some elements were changed to attributes.

ContactInfo.contactType
IntendedAudience.audienceType
Region.regionType
IssuerID.idType
SecurityID.idType

Content
We chose to replace the “Value” tag in instances where it made more sense to have the content of the parent tag be the value.

AssetClass
AssetType
SecurityType

Versioning
Sequence has been added to resource.